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Abstract— Capturing the dynamics of individual structures
in the embryonic heart is an essential step for studying its
function and development. Label-free brightfield microscopy
allows for higher acquisition frame-rates than techniques
requiring molecular labeling, without interfering with embryo
viability or needing complex equipment. However, since different
structures contribute similarly to image contrast, label-free
microscopy lacks specificity. Here, we mitigate this problem by
separating a single-channel image series into multiple channels
specific to different cardio-vascular structures, based only on
their motion patterns. The technique combines images from
multiple cardiac cycles and z-sections after nonuniform temporal
registration to produce 3-D+time image volumes of one full
cardiac cycle with separate channels for static, transient and
periodically moving structures. The resulting data is well suited
for velocity analysis and 3-D-visualization. We characterize
the separating capabilities of our technique on a synthetic
cardiac dataset and demonstrate its practical applicability, by
reconstructing three-channel views of the beating embryonic
zebrafish heart with an effective frame rate of 1000 volumes
(256 × 256 × 20 voxels each) per second. This technique enables
quantitative characterization of dynamic heart function during
cardiogenesis.
Index Terms— 3-D, microscopy, motion, multidimensional,
optical-flow, separation, visualization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT advances in microscopy allow in vivo study of
complex biological processes, such as the development
of the embryonic heart as it gains function. Dynamic multidimensional images, where distinctly labeled cells, tissues, or
organs are assigned their own channel, allow to analyze the
interplay between the various actors at multiple scales, deep
inside the living organisms. Different modalities, which exhibit
various labeling capabilities, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
spatial resolution, temporal resolution, viability, and depth
penetration, have been proposed to study dynamic processes.
These include fluorescence (FL) microscopy (wide-field
epi-FL, confocal, two-photon, light-sheet illumination),
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wide-field microscopy [brightfield (BF), differential interference contrast], and coherent imaging techniques [digital
holography, optical coherence tomography (OCT)]. Neither
FL nor BF microscopy can simultaneously image specifically
labeled structures within an organism and operate at a high
frame-rate.
FL microscopy, in which fluorescent molecules attached to
the structures of interest absorb and then emit light, allows
precise targeted labeling at the sub-cellular, cellular, tissue,
or organ levels in live organisms. Yet, it requires fluorescent
molecules to be first delivered to their site, a task whose
complexity may greatly vary with the system being imaged
and the number of different labels required in a single sample.
Simultaneous imaging of multiple channels requires the sample to be multiply labeled, further increasing the complexity
of sample preparation. FL imaging, which requires intense
illumination levels, may induce fluorophore bleaching and
photo-toxicity during time-lapse or rapid imaging. Lowering
the illumination intensity reduces the number of emitted FL
photons thus requiring expensive high-gain cameras for image
capture and leading to poor SNR especially at higher framerates. High-end commercial systems can produce images at
frame-rates as fast as 100 frames per second (fps), yet come
at a significant cost. Dynamic 3-D imaging is typically an
order of magnitude slower on the same systems [1]. For
sparsely labeled structures, 3-D imaging via optical sectioning
can be achieved through various techniques, such as confocal,
two-photon, and light-sheet illumination microscopy.
In BF microscopy, a label-free optical imaging technique,
the sample is trans-illuminated and light absorption by the
sample produces image contrast. It can be setup on common
microscopes, has excellent signal to noise properties and
requires much lower illumination levels than FL microscopy
even at high frame-rates (>200 fps). However, unlike FL
microscopy, BF microscopy offers fewer options for specific
labeling since contrast changes arise naturally from illumination light being absorbed, refracted or scattered by the
unlabeled tissue. The inability to sparsely label structures (such
as membranes, nuclei, etc.,) like in FL microscopy makes
BF microscopy poorly suited for 3-D imaging via optical
sectioning.
In this paper, we propose to take advantage of BF
microscopy’s strengths (high frame-rates, simple standard
setup, high SNR) and overcome its main disadvantage (lack
of specific tissue labeling) by separating the contribution
from three types of structures (static, periodically-moving,
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Fig. 1. Frame diagram illustrating the separation algorithm. (a) Sequential image acquisition: at each depth z  , images are collected over multiple cardiac
cycles [(5), right-hand side]. (b) Sequences are rearranged according to depth  on a common time axis [(5), left-hand side]. (c) Sequences are cut and
rearranged according to depth, time and heartbeat repeat (6) and (7). (d) Nonuniform temporal registration of cut sequences to match the reference sequence
indicated by R. (e). (f) Nonuniform temporal registration proceeds recursively along z and r. The “+” indicates the sequence being aligned to previously
aligned sequences (shaded) in its immediate z-r neighborhood L [(12)]. (g) Separation of permanent structures via sample median along r.

and transient structures) into three channels and using them
to reconstruct dynamic volumetric images. The separation
problem is addressed solely based on the general motion
characteristics of each structure, which we assume can be
imaged over multiple cycles of the periodically-moving structures. In particular, we illustrate our method on the problem
of cardiac imaging, and produce three-channel dynamic 3-D
images of the beating heart with static supporting structures,
dynamic heart tissue and moving blood cells in respective
channels. While the rest of our manuscript is specific to the
cardiac imaging problem, our method may be applicable to
other biological processes that exhibit an inherent repetitive
motion structure.
As a source separation technique, our approach differs from
other methods both in the assumptions used for separation and
the proposed solution per se, as we take advantage of specific
motion patterns of the sources contributing to the images.
Blind source separation and decomposition algorithms impose
various criteria and constraints, such as linear predictability
[2], smoothness [3], mutual independence [4], [5], sparsity [6],
and nonnegativity [7] on the sources to be separated. These

techniques are not directly applicable to the case of cardiac
BF imaging since the texture, smoothness, and shape of the
structures to separate may be similar, the exact statistics of
these structures remains unknown, and only general assumptions regarding the motion of the structures can be made with
confidence.
Alternatively, segmentation could be used in lieu of separation. However, segmentation typically results in assigning each
pixel to a single class, which is problematic in regions where
contributions to image contrast come from multiple structures,
a feature common in BF images. Techniques developed for
automatic segmentation of cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) include data thresholding [8], pixel classification
[9], [10], 3-D deformable surfaces [11], and subject-specific
dynamic models [12]. In addition, shape prior information
has been used to aid segmentation, either in the form of a
statistical model [13], [14] or via an atlas in registrationbased segmentation [15], [16]. Techniques have also been
developed for segmentation of cardiac ultrasound images
[17]–[19]. Overall, these segmentation techniques cannot be
applied directly in our case since the macroscopic modalities
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(MRI, ultrasound) were developed for analyzing heart tissues
or bulk flow and, unlike BF microscopy, cannot resolve
individual cells in the blood stream.
Similarly, techniques to segment BF microscopy images
have been proposed [20]–[22], but they have had varied
success in handling overlapping features. To segment BF
images, these techniques utilize information from a fluorescent
channel [21] or assume linear shape and smoothness of the
structures [22]. Other methods [23]–[26] being used for spatiotemporal segmentation in BF images currently deal with highcontrast structures, and do not address the problem of separating superimposed features like those seen in cardiac images.
The contributions of this paper are manifold: 1) it provides
a detailed description of a three-channel separation method, of
which some elements have been described in previous progress
reports (specifically, the separation of 2-D+time images [27],
[28]) or in the context of a different modality and purpose
(noise removal in 2-D+time cardiac OCT images [29]); 2) it
integrates separation with 3-D image reconstruction [30], [31]
through a temporal alignment procedure between sequences
from different cardiac cycles and axial positions, which, when
applied to experimental measurements, results in multichannel,
3-D+time images of the beating embryonic heart at unprecedented frame-rates; and 3) this paper provides an extensive
characterization of our algorithm on synthetic data in the
context of motion estimation of the separated structures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II develops the
proposed separation algorithm. Section III describes the validation experiments on synthetic data, and presents separation
results for 2-D and 3-D experimental BF data acquired on a
beating embryonic zebrafish heart. Section IV discusses the
features and limitations of the algorithm. Finally, Section V
provides conclusions and an outlook on possible extensions
and applications.

We model the measured images I m (x, z, t) as an additive
mixture

II. S EPARATION A LGORITHM
Our separation algorithm assumes that the input data is
a combination of periodically moving cardiac tissues, static
supporting structures, and transient blood cells. By imaging
multiple hearbeats, synchronizing them, then combining all
cycles, our method aims at recovering each component over a
typical cardiac cycle.

I m (x, z, t) = R(x, z, t) + T (x, z, t)

(2)

where T (x, z, t) is the intensity contribution from transient
structures [such as red blood cells (RBCs)] and R(x, z, t) the
contribution from permanent structures. Permanent structures
can be further modeled as a mixture
R(x, z, t) = P(x, z, t) + S(x, z)

(3)

with P(x, z, t) the contribution from structures that move
periodically (such as cardiac tissue) and S(x, z) the intensity
contribution of static structures (background). Specifically, the
periodicity assumption is
P(x, z, t) ≈ P(x, z, t + )

∀t ∈ R

(4)

where  is the period of the heart beat (or cardiac cycle).
Note that since S is static, R is also periodic with period .
B. Sequential Image Acquisition
We follow an image acquisition schedule similar to that
described in [30]. We sequentially acquire 2-D+time slice
sequences at fixed axial positions z  , viz
Im (x, t) = I m (x, z  , t + t ), x ∈ X , 0 ≤ t < N 

(5)

where X = [x min , x max ] ×[ymin , ymax ] ⊂ R2 is the lateral field
of view, z  = z 0 + z are discrete axial positions indexed by
 = 0, . . . , Nz , z is the sampling interval size in the axial
direction, and Nz the number of axial positions. Acquisition at
a given position z  is triggered at time t = (N +t), with
N the number of heartbeats over which images are acquired,
and t the time gap between acquisition of neighboring slices
[time during which the focus (axial) position is adjusted]. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
For a measured image sequence Im (x, t), x ∈ X , 0 ≤
t < N , at a fixed depth z  , our algorithm proceeds to
estimate R̂ (x, t), the image contribution from the permanent
features over a single period, 0 ≤ t < , using the procedure
detailed in the following sections and summarized in Fig. 2.
The period  can either be estimated visually (the algorithm
only requires a rough estimate of the period to operate) or
accurately computed using an algorithm, we have previously
described in [30].

A. Image Model
We consider a dynamic volumetric sample whose ideal local
intensity I (x, z, t), defined for lateral positions x = (x, y),
axial positions z and over time t, is measured by a linear,
space-invariant system that produces 2-D images (at fixed
times t and axial positions z)

I (x , z  , t)PSF(x − x , z − z) dx dz  ,
I m (x, z, t) =
x ∈ X

(1)

where X = [x min, x max ] × [ymin , ymax ] ⊂ R2 is the lateral
field of view, and PSF(x, z) is the point spread function of the
microscope.

C. Cutting and Rearranging
Given a reference position z 0 , we first define a template
Im0 (x, t) 0 ≤ t < 

(6)

which, by construction, covers one full heartbeat period. We
assume here that the length of heartbeat periods in subsequent
heartbeats at the same depth or other heartbeats in other depths
may vary by an estimated fraction α, such that the minimal and
maximal period lengths are min = (1−α) and max = (1+
α), respectively. We next extract N shorter sequences from
each measured sequence Im at a fixed z  , in a way that ensures
that the template can be matched in its entirety (i.e., over its
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by determining warping functions w,r ∈ M : [0, ) →
[0, L), t → w,r (t), where M = {w ∈ C 1 ([0, )) | 0 ≤
w(t) < L and w(t1 ) < w(t2 ), t1 < t2 } is the set of continuous,
nonnegative, and strictly increasing functions bounded by L
and defined over the interval [0, ).
The warping functions are determined sequentially as follows. For the reference sequence in z-slice z 0 , we initialize
the algorithm with w0 ,r (t) = t, the identity function, and
a[],  = 0, . . . , Nz − 1, a boolean vector with elements

1,  = 0
a[] =
(9)
0, otherwise
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that indicate which z-slices have been aligned. Subsequent
warping functions w,r are obtained by cycling through  =
0 , 0 − 1, . . . , 0, 0 + 1, . . ., Nz − 1 and r = 0, . . . , N − 1
as shown in Fig. 1(e), (f). At each step, we minimize a cost
functional Q ,r (to be defined below) to find the optimal
warping function given by
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Fig. 2.
Top-level block diagram illustrating the various stages of the
separation algorithm applied to a 2-D+time image sequence. Notation is
described in the text.

full length) to each of the cut sequences [see Fig. 1(b) and
(c)]. In other words, each sub-sequence must contain at least
one complete cycle of the heartbeat that is in phase with the
template, which can be satisfied if the cut sequences have
length L ≥ 2max . Since the template only covers a portion
of maximal length max after matching, the rest of the data
would be wasted, if the extracted sequences are disjoint. This
wastage is not desirable since the separation phase of our
method will require as many instances of the heartbeat as possible. Therefore, we allow for some overlap when extracting
sequences while ensuring that the template cannot be matched
to the same region in two different extracted sequences. This
is guaranteed as long as the overlap does not exceed min and
results in the following cutting strategies (which is, up to the
notation, identical to that presented in [29]):
c
(x, t) = Im (x, r σ  + t)
I,r

0≤t <L

(7)

with σ > (L − min )/ = 1 + 3α, a step factor that controls
the overlap of the cut sequences, and r = 0, . . . , N − 1 the
cut index, where N is such that (N − 1)σ  + L < N .
D. Nonuniform Temporal Registration
We synchronize each cut sequence, to obtain an aligned
sequence
a
c
(x, t) = I,r
(x, w,r (t)), 0 ≤ r ≤ N, 0 ≤ t < 
I,r

(8)

(10)

After w,0 is found, we update the vector that keeps track of
aligned sequences by setting a[] = 1.
For a given z-slice z  and a repeat r , the cost functional
Q ,r : M → R+ is defined as
      
Q ,r {w} = (1 − λ)
 Ic ,0 (x, w ,0 (t))
0
X
  ∈L 



c
−I,r (x, w(t)) dt dx

 

d


(11)
+λ
 dt w(t) − 1 dt
0

where



L =  ∈ {0, . . . , Nz − 1}  a[ ] = 1 and | − | < W




(12)
contains indices of z-slices that are at most W slices away
from z  and for which w,0 has already been determined.
The first term of (11) compares a temporally warped sequence
(a sequence whose temporal axis is deformed) with multiple
templates, while the second term keeps the extent of this
deformation in check by penalizing warping functions that
stretch or compress the time axis. These two contributions
to the cost function are balanced by the parameter 0 ≤ λ < 1
to favor either good matching of the warped and reference
sequences (λ = 0) or the temporal integrity of the warped
sequence (λ → 1). Fig. 1(d)–(f) illustrates the various steps in
synchronization. Efficient minimization of this cost functional
can be done as described previously in [32].
E. Separation
In the arbitrarily chosen reference sequence (r = 0), the
motion of permanent structures might not be stereotypical.
In addition, arrhythmia or other factors might prevent the
permanent structures from returning to the same exact position
every cardiac cycle even in a healthy embryo. This results in
some cardiac cycles being different from the others. To ensure
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good separation of permanent structures for a given dataset,
we need to choose only those cycles that are most similar.
Therefore, we successively consider each aligned sequence as
a , 0 ≤ r < N, and determine the subset of
a reference I,r
N̆ − 1 sequences that are most like it. Specifically, for a given
z-slice z  , the alignment error between a candidate reference
a , 0 ≤ r < N and all the remaining sequences
sequence I,r
a
I,s , s ∈ {0, . . . , N −1}\{r } is computed as the mean absolute
difference
   

1

 a
a
(x, t)dt dx (13)
e (r, s) =
I,r (x, t) − I,s
|X | X 0
where |X | = (x max − x min )(ymax − ymin ) is the area of the
field of view. The total alignment error for a subset S ⊂
{0, 1, . . . , (N − 1)} \ {r } is then given by
1 
e,r (S) =
e (r, s).
(14)
|S|

The separated static background sequence Ŝ , periodically
moving structure sequence P̂ and transient structure sequence
T̂ are combined into the different channels of a single
composite volume as given below
⎧
c=0
⎨ Ŝ (x),
V,c (x, t) = P̂ (x, t), c = 1
(20)
⎩
T̂ (x, t), c = 2.

s∈S

We choose the final N̆ sequences by computing the total
alignment error over all possible subsets S of size |S| =
N̆ − 1, and then choosing the configuration with the minimum
total alignment error. The indices corresponding to these N̆
sequences are determined by
r0, , S =

arg min
r∈{0,...,N−1}
S ⊂{0,...,N−1}\{r},|S |= N̆ −1

e,r (S)

(15)

where r0, is the index of the new reference for slice , and
S is the set containing the remaining ( N̆ − 1) indices.
In the N̆ registered sequences corresponding to these
indices, signal contribution from permanent (static or cyclically moving) structures occurs at the same space-time position in every sequence. Therefore, corresponding pixels in
each of the N̆ sequences represent as many measurements of
the same spatial configuration, with an additive contribution
from the transient structures. Therefore, we can estimate the
contribution from permanent structures R to the measured
signal I m by finding the sample median along r as
a
R̂ (x, t) = Median {I,r
(x, t)}r∈{r0, ,S } , 0 ≤ t < . (16)
a
(x, t).
The new reference cycle for slice  is given by I,r
0,
For separation of synthetic dataset, we use N̆ = N, while for
experimental dataset N̆ = N2 gives good results.
The static background structures S are estimated from R̂
as the DC term

1 
(17)
R̂ (x, t)dt.
Ŝ (x) =
 0
In practice, t is a discrete variable representing the frames in
a sequence. So, Ŝ (x) could also be estimated by computing
the sample median of R̂ along t, a possibility we have not
pursued here.
The nonstatic periodic structures P can then be estimated as

P̂ (x, t) = R̂ (x, t) − Ŝ (x).

(18)

Finally, the contribution of transient structures T can be
obtained as
T̂ (x, t) =

a
I,r
(x, t)
 0, 
reference for slice z 

− R̂ (x, t) 0 ≤ t < .

(19)

As shown in Section III, the different channels c of V,c can be
pseudo-colored to produce a multicolored visualization, which
clearly highlights the different cardiac structures (see Figs. 6
and 7).
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We implemented the above described separation algorithm
in M ATLAB. We first validated our separation procedure on
a synthetically generated 2-D+time dataset. The procedure
was then applied to experimental 2-D+time and 3-D+time
BF microscopy data of beating embryonic zebrafish heart.
A. Synthetic Data
In [27] and [28], we have described a technique for generation of simple synthetic heartbeat data in which the permanent
structures move periodically with a piece-wise linear position
change along a diagonal direction (alternating constant positive
or negative velocity), and all transient structures move horizontally at a constant velocity. This dataset was separated using
our algorithm, and the separated sequences were compared
with the original synthetic sequences based on their pixel
intensity. Here, we test our algorithm with a more realistic
synthetic heartbeat model that includes motion of synthetic
RBCs at different speeds, static structures with contrast similar
to the heartwall, and a diagonal path for the synthetic heartwall
motion. Also, instead of comparing the separated sequences
and original synthetic sequences with their pixel intensity,
we perform optical flow on them using the Lucas–Kanade
algorithm [33] as implemented in the FlowJ plugin [34]
for ImageJ [35] and then compare the corresponding flow
vectors. This method of quantification is a good indicator
of the fitness of our approach, since our primary goal is to
quantify the respective motions of the overlapping cardiac
structures with minimal cross-talk. In addition, we characterize
the effectiveness of separation with regards to both the number
of cardiac cycles used for sample median ( N̆ ) and the density
of overlapping transient structures.
The synthetic data is generated as follows. The periodic
component is obtained by placing a cropping window on
a textured background image [Fig. 3(a)] and moving the
window periodically (period ) as a function of frame number,
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ( − 1). Specifically, the upper-left corner of
the cropping window (x ul , yul ) follows a trajectory given by
x ul = A + A cos(2πn/) and yul = A + A sin(2πn/ + φ),
with φ = π/2 and A a constant. The synthetic static structure
sequence is another textured background image [Fig. 3(c)]
repeated in all frames.
To generate frames of the synthetic transient sequence, circular particles with textures similar to that of the background
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Fig. 3. Separation algorithm permits flow analysis of multiple overlapping
structures without cross talk. (a) Textured image used for synthetic heartwall generation. (b) Canvas with textured particles used for synthetic RBC
generation. The cropping window and its direction of movement between
frames are indicated in red in both (a) and (b). (c) Static component. (d) Frame
from the synthetic sequence obtained by combining (a)–(c). (e) Frame from the
recovered heart-wall sequence. (f) Frame from the recovered RBC sequence.
(g) Frame from the recovered static sequence. (h) Flow visualization on
synthetic heartbeat sequence shows cross contamination in regions of overlap.
(i) Flow visualization on recovered heart-wall sequence. (j) Flow visualization
on recovered RBC sequence shows RBCs moving from right to left. (k) Colorindex for flow visualization in (h)–(j). Hue indicates flow direction while
saturation corresponds to velocity magnitude (max 3 pixels/frame; see [34]).

are randomly placed on a large empty canvas, and a cropping
window is moved from left to right at a uniform rate of
1 pixel/frame [Fig. 3(b)] as described previously in [27]. Two
more sequences are similarly generated with the cropping
window moving at two and three pixels/frame, respectively.
The three sequences are superimposed (added) to obtain the
synthetic transient sequence in which the synthetic RBCs
appear to be moving at different velocities.
The synthesized transient, static, and periodic sequences are
superimposed frame-by-frame to obtain the synthetic heartbeat
sequence [Fig. 3(d)]. In this sequence the synthetic RBCs, the
heartwall and background have similar contrast and texturelike in actual BF data, which makes separation given a single
frame particularly challenging. The separation algorithm is
applied to this sequence and is effective in separating the
periodic heart-wall, transient RBCs, and the static structures
as shown in Fig. 3(e)–(g). By comparing Fig. 3(i) and (j) with
3(h), we conclude that precise and cross-contamination free
flow analysis is also possible on the separated sequences. Note
that our algorithm is unaffected by the directionality of the
transient and periodic components’ respective motion. In our
experiment, both structures have motion components along the
horizontal axis.
The separation effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is
quantified using the optical flow vectors of the separated and
ground truth sequences. The flow vectors are compared using
the mean end-point error (MEPE) [36] metric. The EPE is
given by

(21)
EPE = (u g − u s )2 + (v g − v s )2
where [u g , v g ]T and [u s , v s ]T are the optical flow vectors at
a particular pixel location in the ground truth and separated
sequences, respectively. Computing the EPE for every pixel in
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Fig. 4. Optical flow MEPE variation as a function of the number of periods
N̆ and the RBC density. (a) MEPE variation for periodic structure sequence.
(b) MEPE variation for transient structure sequence. The color index is also
shown.

the sequence and averaging them over all the pixels gives the
MEPE. Note that, since by definition static sequences contain
no flow, MEPE evaluations are only provided for periodic and
transient structures.
We then proceed to evaluate our algorithm as a function of
the number of periods N̆ and the transient structure or RBC
density (ratio of the number of pixels that belong to RBC
particles to the total number of pixels in the synthetic heartbeat sequence). The results are shown in Fig. 4. At a constant
RBC density, MEPE decreases as N̆ , the number of repeats
used for the sample median increases. When using a fixed
number of repeats for sample median, MEPE increases as the
RBC density increases. The trend in Fig. 4(a) and (b) suggests
that for high RBC density, the errors can be reduced (improved
separation) by increasing the number of cardiac cycles used
for sample median.
B. Experimental Data
Quantifying the blood flow and tissue deformations during heart development is key to understanding the interplay
between the genetic and epigenetic factors that influence
cardiogenesis [37]. This is particularly difficult in vertebrate
embryos as the dynamic nature of the heart poses several challenges in acquiring and analyzing cardiac images. Since the
early stages of heart development are similar among different
vertebrates, the zebrafish is chosen as a model for studying
heart development. Zebrafish embryos are particularly well
suited for noninvasive in vivo microscopic imaging of the heart
because they are transparent, their hearts develop rapidly in
about five days, and hundreds of embryos can be obtained in
a single spawning. The motions of the heart-wall and RBCs
in the embryonic zebrafish heart are fast (several millimeters
per second) and need high frame-rates typically, hundreds to
thousands of fps to be imaged without motion artifacts, such
as aliasing and blurring [1].
We acquired data on two samples, with different imaging
parameters: 1) a 2-D+time BF microscopy dataset with ≈ 15
periods of a 72 hours post fertilization (hpf) beating embryonic
zebrafish heart that were acquired at a fixed focal plane with
a Photron FASTCAM SA3 camera running in area-of-interest
mode (512 × 512 pixels per frame) for fast acquisition (1000
and 3000 fps for Movie 1 and 2 (available online [38]),
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Fig. 5. Separation results for experimental 2-D+time BF data. (a) Frame
from a BF microscopy image sequence of the beating embryonic zebrafish
heart. The tissues making up the heart-wall have been marked. Scale bar
is 50 μm. (b) Frame from the separated heart-wall sequence. (c) Frame
from the separated RBC sequence. Some of the RBCs have been marked
in the inset. (d) Flow visualization on BF microscopy image sequence.
(e) Flow visualization on separated heart-wall sequence. (f) Flow visualization
on separated RBC sequence. Dynamic color index [34] for flow in (d)–(f) is
shown with saturated hues indicating flows with magnitude ≥ 754 μm/s (see
supplemental Movie 1 [38]).

respectively) and 2) a 3-D+time BF microscopy dataset with
twenty 2-D+time sequences (optical sectioning with fixed
spacing of z = 5 μm between the slices) each containing
≈13 periods of a 58 hpf heart that were acquired sequentially
with a resolution of 256 × 256 pixels at 1000 fps. For both
datasets, no external gating signals were used during the
acquisition. The camera was mounted on a Leica DMI6000B
inverted microscope equipped with a Leica HCX PL FL L
40×/0.60 objective and a Leica PL S-APO 20×/0.50 air objective for the 2-D and 3-D imaging experiments, respectively.
Fig. 5(b) and (c) and Movie 1 shows the result of the
separation algorithm on 2-D+time BF microscopy images.
Fig. 5(e) and (f) shows flow in dynamic color format [34]
on the separated image sequences. Color (hue) indicates
direction and saturation indicates velocity magnitude. Unlike
in Fig. 5(d), where both the heart wall and blood cells
contribute to the flow measurement, most of the flow in
Fig. 5(e) is observed in the regions where there is movement
of heart-tissues whereas in Fig. 5(f) flow is observed only in
the regions showing movement of RBCs. Again, the algorithm
permits separate analysis of RBC and heart-wall motion and
thus allows independent characterization of heart-wall motion
and RBC flow.
The separated channels are pseudo-colored (20) to produce
a multicolor visualization of the beating embryonic heart as
shown in Fig. 6 and Movie 2 [38]. Although similar-looking
images may be obtained by use of double-transgenic embryos
whose cells express distinct fluorescent markers in different
regions of the heart, such imagery requires a more complex
FL microscopy set-up to acquire the images and results in
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Fig. 6. Multicolored visualization of the embryonic zebrafish heart showing
different combinations of the pseudo-colored channels (see supplemental
Movie 2 [38]). (a) Raw BF microscopy image showing poor contrast between
heart-wall, RBCs and static background structures. (b) Frame showing RBCs
in red and supporting structures in blue. Note that individual blood cells are
visible in red. (c) Frame showing the heart-wall in yellow. In the left chamber
we can observe the inner endocardium, the outer epicardium, and the cardiac
jelly space between them. (d) Frame showing all the above structures. Scale
bar is 50 μm.

frame-rates at least an order of magnitude below that reported
here. Our separation algorithm enables creation of multiple
channel visualizations from a single high-speed BF image
sequence acquired on a label-free wild-type embryo.
We next applied our separation algorithm to the 3-D+time
experimenal dataset to obtain multicolor visualizations shown
in Fig. 7(b) and and Movie 3a and 3b [38]. Note that unlike
the input BF dataset [Fig. 7(a)], the separated volumes have
contrast only in select regions thereby allowing for clear 3-D,
maximum intensity visualization.
Serial-2-D flow for the experimental 3-D+time dataset was
determined by independently computing the 2-D-optical flow
for every z-slice in the input sequence using FlowJ. The flow
was then visualized in dynamic color format (Fig. 7(c)–(h) and
and Movie 4 [38]). The 2-D-flow was computed with the same
parameters for both the raw and separated image sequences;
the FlowJ spatial smoothing parameter was set as s = 4
for comparison of raw BF images with separated permanent
structures, and as s = 1.5 for comparison of raw BF images
with separated transient structures. The stronger smoothing
during permanent structure motion estimation allowed us to
better isolate the motion of the heart-wall. At z = 1, the
heart-wall cell motion was detected only in the permanent
structure channel as shown in Fig. 7(d), in spite of the fact
that the areas containing the heart-wall cells overlap with the
regions where the RBCs move. RBC flow is clearly detected
in the extracted transient structure images [Fig. 7(f)] but not
in the raw BF data [Fig. 7(e)]. In the medial z-slices, there is
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Fig. 7. Visualization and flow analysis of 3-D+time BF data. (a) Raw
BF volume. (b) Volume showing the separated HW in yellow and RBCs in
pink (supplemental Movie 3a and 3b [38]). (c)–(j) Frames from supplemental
Movie 4 [38], demonstrating that improved flow analysis is possible on the
separated sequences. Flow is visualized in dynamic color format with saturated
hues indicating velocities ≥ 1.71 mm/s. (c) Raw BF frame at Z = 1 showing
no flow detected over heart-wall cells. (d) Corresponding separated permanent
structure frame showing flow over heart-wall cells. (e) Raw BF frame showing
region where RBC motion was missed. (f) Separated RBC frame showing
dense flow in same region as (e). (g) Flow detected in BF frame at Z = 10.
The circle indicates region where it is uncertain if flow detected is due to heartwall or RBC. (h) Corresponding region in separated RBC sequence showing
the flow detected due to RBCs. Scale bar is 50 μm.

cross-talk between the flow detected due to RBC motion and
the heart-wall motion in the raw BF images [Fig. 7(g)], which
is remedied by separation [Fig. 7(h)].
IV. D ISCUSSION
The proposed method is particularly suited to separate features when the transient structures are sparsely
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scattered, as shown in Section III-A. If transient structures are
superimposed over the permanent structures most of the time,
if not always, they introduce a bias in the sample median-based
recovery procedure. Therefore, at higher transient structure
densities, the separation effectiveness of our algorithm is
reduced.
The experimental 3-D+time BF dataset exhibits both high
and low densities of RBC, depending on the imaging depth
(z-section). In the lowermost slices, the heart wall and RBCs
are superimposed since the imaging plane is tangential to the
heart wall, and the nonzero depth-of-field includes both the
heart wall cells and the superjacent layer of RBCs. Hence
these slices have low RBC densities, which lead to good
separation. As the focus is moved up, away from the lower
heart wall, the proportion of RBCs to heart wall cells within
the depth of field increases and in the medial slices, the density
of RBCs is maximal. In these medial slices, however, the
RBCs and heart wall do not overlap spatially (the imaging
plane is perpendicular to the heart wall). Since the heartwall
and RBCs are disjoint, the transient structures’ density is
effectively zero in the areas covered by the permanent structures. This leads to the heartwall being effectively suppressed
when recovering transient structures. In the heart cavity, where
there are no permanent structures and only the blood flows,
the intensities in the corresponding pixels of the permanent
structures channel should ideally be zero. However, because
of the high density of RBCs, the sample median leads to a
reduced contrast instead of identically zero area. Nevertheless,
the inner area of the heart largely appears uniform to the
flow estimation algorithm (which further smoothes the region
in a pre-processing step) thereby, preventing the detection of
permanent structure motion in this area.
A high density of transient structures may negatively affect
the synchronization procedure’s accuracy since registration
relies on image similarity between cycles, which is ensured by
the contribution of the periodic features. In our experiments
where the image contribution from RBCs is high (especially
in the medial sections), we can nevertheless achieve accurate
synchronization because the transient structures are confined
to a domain D(t), whose shape changes with time in a periodic
manner and with the same period  as the periodic structures,
specifically
T (x, z, t) = 0 for (x, z) ∈
/ D(t).

(22)

This condition corresponds to the fact that RBCs are confined
to the interior of the heart whose shape changes periodically,
thereby defining the permissible domain D(t) for transient
structures. The nonuniform temporal registration problem [32]
relies on spatially low-pass-filtered images, where individual
RBCs are not resolved. Therefore, even though the exact
location of RBCs varies from heartbeat to heartbeat, their
periodic footprint contributes effectively during optimization
of the registration cost function, a property we previously
exploited to reconstruct 3-D images from sequences in which
only RBCs were (fluorescently) labeled [30].
There is one notable instance, where the transient structures
are highly dense and considerably overlap with the permanent structures and where good separation is nevertheless
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possible: when the intensity contribution of transient structures
to the measured image has zero mean, the sample median
provides an unbiased estimate of the permanent structure
intensity. We have previously demonstrated this property in
the context of denoising of cardiac OCT images [29] where
the dense zero-mean transient noise completely overlaps with
the permanent structures.
The nonuniform temporal registration used for aligning
cardiac cycles compensates for temporal variations in the
heart wall trajectory (changes in heart-beat period), but does
not compensate for spatial variations caused by arrythmias. If
left unchecked, these spatial variations would lead to blurring
of separated permanent structures due to combining of heart
images in slightly different contraction phases. To handle
spatial variations, our method currently discards abnormal
cardiac cycles and produces a dataset based on the cycles
that are most consistent as described in Section II-E. Possible
extensions will be to allow for spatio-temporal, nonuniform,
registration [39] in order to take advantage of all the
acquired data.
Our separation algorithm has been implemented in
M ATLAB r2009b. The algorithm requires about 6 hours for
separation of experimental 2-D+time BF dataset (104 frames,
each with 512 × 512 pixels or about 2 GB) on a Windows
64-bit machine, equipped with a dual-core Intel Xeon 3.4-GHz
CPU and 16 GB RAM. About 80% of this time is taken by
the nonuniform temporal interpolation step during the warping
and registration of the cardiac cycles. We, therefore, expect
that considerable gains in computation time can be obtained
by employing fast interpolation routines and implementing the
algorithm using parallel processor cores and GPUs. Additional
gains in computation time could be achieved by porting the
M ATLAB code to C or C++. The ability to separately quantify
blood flow and tissue deformation nevertheless justifies the
considerable investment in time of our current implementation.
Some of the limitations of our separation algorithm are
discussed below. While our simple method to extract the static
components is satisfactory for our application, it should be
noted that if the periodically-moving structures contribute a
DC component to individual pixels, this approach will mistake
this contribution as coming from the static structures. This
could be remedied by employing more complex methods [40]
for separating the static background from rest of the sequence.
While our elastic registration algorithm can compensate
for minor arrhythmias, such a compensation may not always
be desirable. In cases that require strong warping, we may
enforce rigid registration. This would, however, increase the
number of rejected heartbeats, thereby requiring raw sequences
with additional cardiac cycles to maintain similar separation
performance.
As suggested in Section III-A, for a given RBC density, the
effectiveness of separation can be improved by using more
repeats for the sample median. However, beyond a certain
number of repeats [about 10 repeats for RBC density of 0.4
in Fig. 4(a)], there is no gain in separation effectiveness. The
main reason behind this limitation is that beyond a certain
number of repeats, when sufficient statistical variation has
been achieved, the median does not change significantly.
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V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a motion-based separation algorithm for
effectively resolving contributions from different cardiac structures in label-free, high-speed, 3-D BF microscopy datasets.
We validated the technique using synthetically generated
heartbeat data and characterized its separation effectiveness
as a function of transient structure density and the number of heartbeats used for separation. We demonstrated the
applicability of our method in practice on 2-D+time and
3-D+time image series acquired in embryonic zebrafish at
high frame-rates. We analyzed the separated volumes using
optical flow algorithms to demonstrate the potential of our
method in quantifying dynamic cardiac function during heart
development. Multicolor visualizations were created using
the separated volumes thereby providing a greater degree of
specificity than the input label-free cardiac data. We expect our
approach to be particularly relevant to the study of interactions
between cardiac tissue development and blood flow, and help
to reach a better understanding of the normal and abnormal
cardiogenesis.
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